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#1About

Mostly we develop the software using frameworks Laravel, 

Yii2, VueJS, and React. In 6 years of development, we 

understood that the value and the advantage of our work 

consist in timely and high-quality delivery of the solutions 

for our clients.





We have on board more than 15 professionals who have 

worked in areas such as finance, logistics, warehouse 

management, e-commerce, restaurant business (including 

food delivery), as well as in the field of car maintenance. 

Our team is always ready to investigate something new 

and to work in various industries.

Asabix is a full circle software development company. We 
help other brands and startups to digitalize the ideas, 
improve the products, and reimagine the business using 
leading development technologies.
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#2Services

Web Development
Choose our team and get market-ready products 

that will work efficiently for your business. Improve 

your business with a web application and reach 

the widest possible audience.

Support & Service
The Asabix team not only develops new ones but 

also supports and improves existing projects. If 

your product requires modernization, optimization, 

or technical support, we will be happy to help.

API Development & Integration
We will help to work out or connect API of the 

world-famous services, such as shipping, payment, 

and sales systems, etc. Enjoy the convenient 

decisions for your web and mobile applications.

QA Engineering
Our QA team will investigate your project and find 

its weaknesses. Together we will make a quality 

product with no defects. Learn more about our 

offer by going on the Testing page.

UI/UX Design
If you have no ideas for your website or app, just 

contact us! Our developers will create an attractive, 

intuitive, and convenient design for any of your 

needs

Dedicated Team
Hire a team of specialists for your project. This will 

increase the level of understanding of business 

tasks, allow you to independently communicate 

with employees, as well as define the tasks and 

goals of the product.

We Guarantee the Quality  
of All Services We Offer!
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#3Business models

Choose the Required Solution
Dedicated Team

You receive your own remote IT department.

You are able to determine the number  
of employees.

You or your manager directly contacts and 
supervises the developers.

Suitable for complex projects with a 
realization period of 6 months.

For those who appreciate the team's involvement in the 
project. Our developers are completely immersed in work, 
get acquainted with the product in detail, and are exclusively 
engaged in your project, without being distracted by other 
tasks.

Hourly Wage

You set the basic tasks and change or add 
new solutions during the work process.

We record the work hours and bill an invoice 
for the spent time after the project approval 
(including all necessary reports).

You don’t need to provide documentation of 
the entire project, just a schematic concept is 
sufficient.

Flexibility and ease of making changes.

Choose an hourly contract if you want to fully control all 
processes, test new solutions, and also make adjustments.

Fixed-Price Contract

You provide us ready-made documentation 
or we develop it together.

Our team develops the software and sends 
you all source files.

We approve the total price and terms of 
work.

This type of cooperation is ideal for those who already have 
a clear idea and vision of the final product, or possess a 
ready-made project and want to modify and improve it.

Everything that is not included in the 
agreement is paid separately.
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#4Tech

We Operate  
the Best 
Technologies
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#8Portfolio

Development and Support
Development of a CRM system for an American-Ukrainian 

company with warehouses in the USA, UK, Poland and 

Ukraine. SkladUSA makes it easier for entrepreneurs from 

Ukraine and the EU to sell their goods on global 

marketplaces such as Amazon, eBay, Etsy, etc., as well as 

deliver goods to the USA and Europe. To create a new 

system, we needed more than 10,560 hours of back-end 

work, 6,400 hours of front-end work, and 230 hours of 

engineering and design.

# backend # frontend # ui/ux

Back-end 

Front-end

Industry

Country

Logistics and warehouse

United States of America

Laravel, API

VueJs, Websocket

View Case

High load CRM system for the 
logistics company SkladUSA
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#5Portfolio

Development and Support
Etnodim - Ukrainian brand of modern embroidered shirts 

and linen clothes. "We have been manufacturing and selling 

ethnic clothing since 2009 in Ukraine, the USA and Europe."

# backend # frontend

Back-end

Front-end

Industry

Country

E-commerce

Ukraine

Laravel, API

HTML, CSS, JavaScript

View Case

E-commerce for Ukrainian 
clothes brand Etnodim
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#6Portfolio

Development and Support
Development of a CRM system for car service networks, 

which was founded in 2017

# backend # frontend # ui/ux

Back-end 

Front-end

Industry

Country

Automotive

Ukraine

Laravel

React, Redux.JS

View Case

"Newlifeauto" is a platform for 
car service stations
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#7Portfolio

Development and Support
 СRM system development

 API payment system paddle.com

 Schedule of tariff plans for clients, depending on the 

range of services provided

 Personal user account was developed

 API: to receive data from the extension for Google 

Chrome

 Management system: payment schedules, statistics on 

subscriptions and customers, keep reports.

# backend # frontend # ui/ux

Back-end 

Front-end

Industry

Country

Finance and analytics

United States of America

Laravel

HTML, CSS, JavaScript

View Case

CRM that sells a subscription 
for Google Chrome extensions
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#8Portfolio

Website for an American 
logistics company

Development and Support
Warehouse in the USA. FBA and FBM are the reception, 

storage and packaging of goods. Accepting payments from 

online stores and marketplaces.

# backend # frontend # ui/ux

Back-end 

Front-end

Industry

Country

Logistics and warehouse

United States of America

Yii2

HTML, CSS, JavaScript

View Case
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#9Portfolio

Real Estate Website (United 
Arab Emirates)

Development and Support
Implemented 5 language versions of the site (Arabic, 

English, German, French, Spanish); admin panel for updating 

and adding conten; сatalog - Google map with marks of real 

estate for sale, filter, list of objects; sale property page - 

description, photos, information about the realtor, video and 

3d tour of the object and other

# backend # frontend

Back-end

Front-end

Industry

Country

Real estate

UAE

PHP, Content Management 

System, API (Google)

HTML, CSS, JavaScript

View Case
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#10Portfolio

Sushi delivery service — 
Yaponahata

Development and Support
Based on the design provided, our team completed the 

front-end and back-end: Home ➝ Catalog/Menu ➝ Card 

dishes ➝ Promotional offers/special offers - cashback, 

birthday bonuses, discounts ➝ Personal account - order 

history, the possibility of re-ordering and personal bonuses 

➝ Checkout page - Cash payment (via API), you can choose 

delivery by courier or self-pickup, you can select the number 

of devices and other ➝ Convenient admin part for receiving 

and processing orders.

# backend # frontend

Back-end

Front-end

Industry

Country

Food

Ukraine

PHP, Content Management 

System, API

HTML, CSS, JavaScript

View Case
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#11Portfolio

E-commerce for furniture 
manufacturer Aqua rodos

Development and Support
Aqua Rodos - is one of the largest furniture manufacturers in 

Eastern Europe. The factory was founded in 2002. Aqua 

rodos furniture is in great demand in Ukraine, and our 

growing export covers more and more European and Asian 

countries.

# backend # frontend

Back-end

Front-end

Industry

Country

E-commerce

Ukraine

PHP, Content Management 

System, API

HTML, CSS, JavaScript

View Case
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#13feedback

They Trus us

Artem

Shishkin

We worked with Asabix company on the development 

not of the simple project - the online constructor 

cooverbox.in.ua. The company did a mobile version and 

many other improvements. Also, together with Asabix we 

started and adapted the project under other market. The 

work is accurate “technical requirement - realization”, 

with an understanding of the matter, efficiency and steps 

towards to the client. I recommend to all.

Alexey 
Kapusta

Working with Asabix is absolutely pleased. For all time 

there were no problems at work. All of our site 

requirements have been implemented. The company will 

always suggest how to better approach a particular task. 

If you want to get a quality product within a specified 

time, contact Asabix.

Oleh 
Ladan

Been working with Asabix for a few months, been very 

happy with the service. Very quick at responding and 

providing great solutions. Would recommend for any 

project in Symfony, and with API. Tried others before, 

glad I found them sooner than later.
All Reviews All Reviews

Diana 
Banda

We worked together on the site https://yaponahata.com/ 

The project seemed simple, but there were many 

additional requirements in the development process. The 

team coped with it. The guys work quickly, cope with any 

task. Experts quickly respond to requests. It was very 

important in my project. The team respects the deadlines 

and remain in close contact with the client.
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Let’s get in 
Touch Today! 

+38 (096) 880 99 00

ask@asabix.com

Ukraine, Zhytomyr

Vitruka street 9v  

M-F, 9am — 6pm
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#14Contact us

+48 570 337 815

ask@asabix.com

Poland, Warsaw, 00-842

Łucka street 15/204  

M-F, 9am — 6pm
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